Overview of Pivotal Response Training (PRT)


Pivotal Response Training (PRT) is a method of systematically applying the scientific principles of applied behavior analysis (ABA) to teach learners with autism spectrum disorders (ASD). PRT builds on learner initiative and interests, and is particularly effective for developing communication, language, play, and social behaviors. PRT was developed to create a more efficient and effective intervention by enhancing four pivotal learning variables: motivation, responding to multiple cues, self-management, and self-initiations. According to theory, these skills are pivotal because they are the foundational skills upon which learners with ASD can make widespread and generalized improvements in many other areas.

Evidence

PRT meets the criteria for an evidence-based practice with nine single subject design studies supporting its teaching practices. PRT constitutes an efficient and effective mode of intervention for promoting appropriate social communicative and adaptive behavior for children at the preschool and elementary school levels and for adolescents and young adults at the middle and high school level.

With what ages is PRT effective?

According to the studies that form the evidence base for PRT, children from 2 to 16 years of age have benefitted from PRT intervention. Research has shown that the use of motivational techniques inside PRT’s teaching framework can lead to 85-90% of children with autism, who begin intervention before the age of 5, developing verbal communication as a primary mode of communication. More recently, though, researchers have identified specific behavioral characteristics associated with favorable responses to the teaching practices. Precursors related to positive outcomes thus far, include increased use of social initiations, less social avoidance, more toy play, and stereotypic language.

What skills or intervention goals can be addressed with PRT?

The focus of PRT is to teach children and youth with ASD certain pivotal behaviors through a set of specific training procedures, which, when learned, will lead to the development of new behaviors. The pivotal behaviors targeted in PRT are: motivation, responding to multiple cues, self-management, and self-initiations. By acquiring these behaviors children can learn skills in the areas of academics, social, language/communication, and self-management. Improvements in these areas will promote a variety of social-communicative behaviors, such as communication, imitation, play skills, joint attention, and will reduce inappropriate, maladaptive behaviors.
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In what settings can PRT be effectively used?

The ultimate goal of PRT is to provide learners with autism with the social and educational skills to participate independently in enriched and meaningful lives in inclusive settings. PRT emphasizes the importance of training parents as primary intervention agents; however, other family members (e.g., siblings, secondary caregiver), staff (e.g., teachers, school personnel, consultants), and typically developing peers are also included as intervention agents. As a result, PRT has been successfully implemented in a variety of naturalistic settings, including school, home, and community. Further, teaching in varied and more naturalistic environments has been demonstrated to promote generalization of skills.

Evidence Base

The studies cited in this section document that this practice meets the NPDC on ASD’s criteria for an evidence-based practice. This list is not exhaustive; other quality studies may exist that were not included.
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